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Semisolid metal alloys, used in thixoforming, are thixotropic. The slurry viscosity is shear-rate- and
time dependent provided the microstructure in the semisolid state is nondendritic and consists of solid
spheroids surrounded by liquid. Thixoforming takes less than 1 second, during which time the structure
of the material breaks down. This breakdown can be studied by viscometry, using rapid data-collection
rates, by imposing rapid increases in shear rate on the slurry. An initial rapid (, 1 second) structural
breakdown during a shear-rate jump is followed by a more gradual decrease in viscosity, lasting
several minutes. The slurry breaks down more rapidly with a higher final shear rate, but the first
breakdown time is independent of the initial shear rate. The reverse is found with the shear-rate drops:
recovery times increase with increasing final shear rate. Again, this time is independent of the starting
shear rate. The shear stress and viscosity during initial breakdown and initial recovery can be described
by single exponential equations. Build-up processes were examined by performing jumps after allowing
the slurry to rest at a zero shear rate for different times. The increase in peak stress with rest
time reflects the evolving degree of particle agglomeration. Microstructural examination confirms
this phenomenon.

I. INTRODUCTION rheological response under rapid changes in shear rate is
critical to the development of modeling of die filling andVIGOROUS agitation of metal alloys during solidifica-
successful die design.[15,16]

tion can produce near-spheroidal solid particles suspended
The majority of previous work[1–5] has centered on mea-in the liquid matrix. These interacting solid particles, held

suring the steady-state viscosity (h ) of a Sn15 pct Pb semi-together by microscopic bonds (i.e., metallic bonds formed
solid metal slurry achieved over a period of time after aby the collision of solid particles) when the alloy is left at
change in shear rate (ġ). The microstructural characteristicsrest, enable the material to be handled like a solid. When a
of the Sn15 pct Pb alloy are known to be similar to thoseshear stress is imposed, the bonds between the particles are
of the thixoformable aluminum alloys used in the manufac-broken down and the material flows in a laminar way. This
turing industry. An additional advantage of using the Sn15behavior, known as thixotropy, has been shown extensively
pct Pb alloy for viscometry experiments is its low meltingin semisolid metal slurries.[1–9] Thixotropy is defined,
temperature and wide semisolid temperature range.according to the British Standards Institution, as the

The results for steady-state viscosity (he) from previous“decrease in viscosity under stress, followed by gradual
works,[3,6,7] together with results obtained from the authors’recovery when the stress is removed.” This effect is time
earlier work,[17] have been fitted to the Cross equation:[18]

dependent. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the
change in viscosity with time following changes in shear he 2 h`

h0 2 h`
5

1
1 1 kġ n [1]rate. Semisolid metal processing (or thixoforming), where

the nondendritic metal slug is heated to its semisolid temper-
where k and n are material constants, and the subscripts oature before forming it into a die, exploits this behavior and,
and ` represent the viscosity at a zero shear rate and viscosityhence, lower power/energy is needed compared to solid
at an infinite shear rate, respectively.forging. Compared with the turbulent flow in die casting of

Figure 2 shows the steady-state viscosities plotted againstfully liquid metal the flow is laminar and there is less shrink-
shear rates from several studies using Eq. [1]. The equationage porosity and/or gas entrapment. Thixoforming is a viable
describes the response to shear rate of a pseudoplastic fluid,industrial process.[10–14] However, the rheological behavior
i.e., one with no time dependence. A thixotropic alloy exhib-of the alloy slurries requires further investigation. In particu-
its a delayed response to shear rate, so that, for instance.lar, the slurry undergoes a sudden increase in shear rate from
after a rapid rise in shear rate, the viscosity is initially aboverest to 100 s21 or more as it enters the die. This change
the equilibrium value and decays toward that value. Thistakes place in less than 1 second. Hence, measuring the
decay is described by a characteristic time (relaxation
time[19]), which is technologically important if it is of the
same order of magnitude as the injection time used in thixo-
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Fig. 3—Schematic model describing the fast and slow processes in a semi-
solid material’s structure after shear rate up and down jumps (taken from
Ref. 21).

buildup followed by a more gradual breakdown/buildup.
This can be described by a double exponential expression.
Quaak gives Figure 3 as the microstructural basis for the
double exponential term used. Immediately after a change

Fig. 1—Schematic diagram showing the changes of viscosity with time in shear rate, the structure remains the same (“iso-structure”).
under shear rate changes for a thixotropic material.

This is followed by a very fast process, viz., breakdown
(after a jump) or buildup (after a drop) of agglomerates.
There is then a slow process, associated with diffusion,
giving coarsening and spheroidization. So far, work carried
out to study the initial rapid breakdown/buildup times in
semisolid metal slurry have been limited.[20–23] The work
described here is concerned with the “very fast process”
and uses data-collection rates faster than those previously
achieved. Rapid breakdown/buildup times are investigated
using a Sn15 pct Pb alloy, identifying the dependence on
initial and final shear rates and relating the results to the
microstructural changes.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The apparatus used for these experiments on the Sn15
pct Pb alloy is a Haake ME500 viscometer. This is a Searle-Fig. 2—Apparent steady-state viscosities at different shear rates fitted to

the cross model for Sn15 pct Pb alloys (Fs 5 0.36) from several studies. type viscometer, where the inner cylinder is rotating and the
shear stress and shear rate are measured from it (Figure 4).
Shear rates were restricted to a maximum of 200 s21. At
higher shear rates than this, the inner rotor was displacedthe transient behavior during a sudden change in shear rate.

Two relaxation times were quantified: (1) breakdown time off-center, resulting in errors in the results. A data-collection
card (,1 kHz capture rate) is used during the rapid increaseand (2) buildup time. The breakdown time is the characteris-

tic time for the slurry to achieve its steady-state condition in shear rate. This collection rate is significantly faster than
that used by other workers (200 Hz in Reference 20, 9 Hzafter a shear-rate change from a lower value to a higher

value, while the buildup time is for a change from a higher in Reference 21, and 200 Hz in Reference 22). This fast
collection rate enables the capture of the very fast process,shear rate to a lower shear rate. These workers found that

the times for breakdown are faster than those for buildup. as proposed by Quaak,[21] during the shear-rate change. The
semisolid slurries are generated by stirring the Sn15 pct PbThis would be expected, as the breaking up of “bonds”

between spheroidal solid particles in agglomerates during alloy while cooling from above the liquidus point to the
required semisolid temperature (i.e., fraction of solid). Theshear-rate jumps in the slurry is likely to be easier than the

formation of bonds during shear-rate drops. Bond formation temperature accuracy was measured by comparing the differ-
ence between the temperature on the inner surface of thewill require not only collision between particles but also,

once a permanent contact point is formed, the further devel- cup with that from the furnace controller. The accuracy was
found to be within 1 8C. In addition, temperatures wereopment of the “neck” between the particles, a time-depen-

dent process. Quaak[21] proposes two characteristic times to stable to within 1 8C over the course of the experiments, in
agreement with earlier work.[24] Stirring is continued at thedescribe a shear rate. He suggests that during the shear-rate

change, the slurry undergoes an initial rapid breakdown/ required fraction of solid until an apparent steady state is
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Fig. 5—Effect of inertia from the measuring head of the viscometer (shear
rate jump 50 to 70 s21 in 1 Pas Newtonian oil (SiOil)).

Measuring Head (Haake M5)

Maximum Torque 4.9 Ncm
Maximum Speed 500 rpm
Minimum Speed 0.05 rpm

Sensor System (SV2P)

Inner Cylinder (Stirrer)
Radius R1 (mm) 10.1
Height L (mm) 19.6

Outer Cylinder (Cup)
Radius R2 (mm) 11.55

Fig. 6—Shear rate jump in 1 Pas Newtonian oil (10 to 100 s21). The “dip”Gap Width (mm) 1.45
effect is seen on the shear rate, shear stress, and viscosity curves.

Fig. 4—Schematic diagram of a Searle-type viscometer used in this
experiment.

where x is the gap width and v is the kinematic viscosity of
the fluid.obtained. The stirring breaks up the dendritic structures nor-

For a Newtonian fluid of viscosity 0.001 Pas (e.g., water),mally formed during solidification, resulting in solid spher-
this equation gives a diffusion time of 1 second for the gapoids in a liquid matrix. The specimen is protected from
used in this study (1.45 mm). The time for a 1 Pas fluid ofoxidation by passing an inert gas (nitrogen or argon) over
the same density would, thus, be 1 ms. In the present study ofthe material. Shear-rate jumps were conducted for several
Sn15 pct Pb, it was concluded that the momentum diffusiondifferent rest times and initial and final shear rates. The
would not affect the experimental results due to the highsamples were extracted from the annular gap using a thin
viscosities in the Sn15 pct Pb alloy before the shear-ratecopper rod and were quenched rapidly in water. The metallo-
jumps.graphy samples were then prepared in the usual manner.

The effect of inertia was investigated by running shear-
rate jumps in air. Figure 5 shows the effect of the inertia of

III. SOURCES OF ERROR the measuring head. Shear-rate jumps in air and in 1 Pas
Newtonian oil produce similar patterns. By subtracting theseThree possible sources of error in the shear-stress curves
two curves, it can be seen that the peak produced in the oilwere considered:
has disappeared, to give a curve as for a Newtonian fluid.

(1) effects of momentum diffusion through the slurry, The peak obtained earlier (i.e., before subtraction) can be
(2) inertia effects of the measuring head, and attributed to the inertia of the measuring head.
(3) electronic switching during the step change in shear rate. In all the shear-rate jumps conducted from an initial shear

rate above zero, a “dip” was observed in both the shear-rateWhen the inner cylinder is accelerated, a finite time is
and shear-stress curves when the initial shear rate was lessrequired for the momentum to propagate across the gap
than 30 s21. The cause of this dip was attributed to thebetween the cylinders. An approximate relation, based on the
electronic switching system in the viscometer’s controller,momentum-diffusion equation between two planar surfaces,
after a series of tests in air showed the same dip effect atallows the calculation of this time:[25]

initial shear rates less than 30 s21. Figure 6 shows the shear-
stress and viscosity behavior of a Newtonian oil (of 1 Past 5

0.45 x2

v
[2]

viscosity) during a step change in shear rate from 10 to
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Fig. 7—Shear rate jumps from 0 to 100 s21 after different rest times for
Sn15 pct Pb alloy at fraction solid 0.36.

Fig. 8—Curve fitting for shear rate jump experiments on Sn15 pct Pb
alloys (Fs 5 0.36, rest time 5 1 h) from 0 to 100 s21 (from Fig. 6) using100 s21. It can be seen that the shear stress increases with
Eq. [3].increasing shear rate, while the viscosity remains constant

after the jump. However, the dip in the shear rate during
the shear-rate jump has an effect on the recorded peak shear

Table I. Tabulation of Parameters Obtained from Shearstress and peak stress viscosity. Henceforth, results for all
Rate Jump Experiments on Sn15 Pct Pb Alloys (at Fs 5the shear-rate jumps are examined after the shear rate has

0.36) under Different Rest Timesreached ,90 pct of its specified final shear rate.
Shear Rate Jumps (s21) 0 to 100

Rest times (h) 0 1 2 5IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
hp (Pas)* 2.1 5.4 8.0 23.0Figure 7 shows the results of a shear-rate jump in Sn15
hs.s (Pas)** 0.8 0.8 1.2 2.0pct Pb from 0 to 100 s21 after different rest times. The
t (s)† 0.18 0.16 0.15 0.12curves were corrected for instrument inertia as described in

*The errors are within 95 pct confidence limit (60.5).the preceding section. From the graph, it can be seen that
**The errors are within 95 pct confidence limit (60.2).with longer rest times, the initial stress (or the peak stress
†The errors are within 95 pct confidence limit (60.03).recorded) increases. An important point to note in this result

is that the graph showed a continued decrease in shear stress
even after the shear rate had reached its specified value.
This time-dependent behavior is characteristic of thixotropy instructed to make the shear-rate change. This does not
and confirms that the Cross equation (Eq. [1]) is not appro- reflect the complete shear-thinning behavior of the Sn15 pct
priate for describing the rheological changes in the semisolid Pb alloy. Therefore, it should be mentioned here that the
slurry after a shear-rate jump. value of hs.s in Table I is the “first” steady-state viscosity

The descending portion of the shear-stress curve was then (or pseudostate viscosity) after a shear-rate jump, and the
fitted to a single exponential rate equation proposed by breakdown time is known as the “first” breakdown (or relax-
Moore.[26] The period examined is the 1 second after 90 pct of ation) time.
the specified final shear rate was achieved, and the equation Table II shows the calculated parameters (peak-stress vis-
proposed by Moore is cosities, pseudostate viscosities, and breakdown times) for

Sn15 pct Pb alloys at different rest times, for the differents 2 sf

si 2 sf
5

h 2 hf

hi 2 hf
5 e2t/t [3] final shear rates specified. It is clear from the results that

the breakdown times and peak-stress viscosity are influenced
both by the final shear rate specified and the length of thewhere si and sf are the initial and final shear stresses used

in the calculation of the exponential decay curve, respec- rest time.
Table III shows the results for three different fractions oftively, and s is the instantaneous shear stresses. The terms

hi , hf , and h are the corresponding viscosities, and t is the solid after similar shear-rate jumps and rest times (shear-
rate change from 0 to 50 s21 and after 0 and 1 hours of restbreakdown (relaxation) time at time (t ).

Figure 8 shows that a good fit of the curve from the time, respectively). Both the peak-stress and final viscosities
increase with increasing fraction of solid, while the break-experimental results can be obtained by using this equation.

The parameters calculated for a series of rest times from the down times remain almost the same. The viscosity values
increase with increasing fraction of solid. However, thefits to the experimental curves as in Figure 8 are shown in

Table I. The peak-stress viscosity (hp) is shown to increase breakdown times show some discrepancies. At Fs 5 0.36
for a rest time of 0 hours, the breakdown time calculated iswith rest time, while the breakdown time (t ) decreases with

increasing rest time. faster than that for the experiment done at Fs 5 0.2, but
slower than that for the experiment carried out at Fs 5 0.5.The aforementioned breakdown times are obtained from

the data recorded using the fast data card (,1 kHz). Data For the same test at a rest time of 1 hour, the breakdown
times are similar to each other. There is no apparent trendis collected throughout the first second after the machine is
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Table II. Tabulation of Parameters Obtained from Different Shear Rate Jump Experiments on Sn15 Pct Pb Alloys
(at Fs 5 0.36) under Different Rest Times

Shear Rate Jumps (s21) 0 to 50 0 to 100 0 to 200

Rest times (h) 0 1 2 5 0 1 2 5 0 1 2

hp (Pas)* 3.6 8.8 13.3 37.0 2.1 5.4 8.0 23.0 0.6 1.6 3.4
hs.s (Pas)** 1.9 1.8 2.1 3.6 0.8 0.8 1.2 2 0.4 0.7 1.0
t (s)† 0.20 0.18 0.18 0.14 0.18 0.16 0.15 0.12 0.15 0.13 0.13

*The errors are within 95 pct confidence limit (60.5).
**The errors are within 95 pct confidence limit (60.2).
†The errors are within 95 pct confidence limit (60.03).

Table III. Tabulation of Parameters Obtained for Different Fraction Solids of Sn15 Pct Pb Alloys to a Final Shear Rate
of 50 s21

Shear Rate Jump (0 to 50 s21) Rest Time of 0 h Rest Time of 1 h

Fraction Solid (Fs) hp (Pas)* hs.s (Pas)** t (s)† hp (Pas)* hs.s (Pas)** t (s)†

0.20 1.9 0.7 0.11 2.1 0.9 0.19
0.36 3.6 1.9 0.20 8.8 1.8 0.18
0.50 16.8 5.1 0.14 43.1 6.5 0.18

*The errors are within 95 pct confidence limit (60.5).
**The errors are within 95 pct confidence limit (60.2).
†The errors are within 95 pct confidence limit (60.03).

Fig. 9—Microstructures of Sn15 pct Pb alloy (Fs 5 0.36) at various rest times: (i) 0 h, (ii) 1 h, and (iii) 2 h.

Fig. 10—Microstructures of Sn15 pct Pb alloy (Fs 5 0.5) at various rest times: (i) 0 h, (ii) 1 h and (iii) 2 h.

that can be seen from the results here. However, both results Pb alloys under different rest times. In Figures 9 and 10,
microstructural examination shows that increasing the restat Fs 5 0.2 and 0.5 showed that the breakdown occurs more

rapidly with a longer rest time (i.e., t is shorter). time increases the solid-particle size. This increase would
impede the movement of the particles upon an impositionFigures 9 and 10 show the microstructures of Sn15 pct
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Fig. 11—Shear rate jumps (1 to 200 s21) for Sn15 pct Pb alloy (Fs 5 0.5
and 0.36)

of a shear-stress rate. The ease with which the particles are
Fig. 12—Examples of curve fitting to various shear rate jumps up andable to move past each other depends on the fraction of
jumps down experiments using Eq. [3].liquid medium present, the size of the particles, and their

degree of agglomeration. This relates to the shear stress
recorded during a sudden imposition of shear rate. For accu-
rate measurements, the particle size must be less than one- fraction of solid of 0.5, as expected from a more packed

structure.third the size of the annular gap in the viscometer system.
For the system used here, it was found that the largest particle Figures 13 and 14 plot the parameters (breakdown times,

peak stress, and pseudoviscosity) obtained for shear-rate-size measured is less than one-third of the gap width. If
“particle bridging” were to occur, i.e., large particles joining jump experiments. From the graphs, it was found that the

breakdown times do not differ greatly for the same finaltogether to form a solid structure across the viscometer gap
interfering with flow, this would affect the peak stress but shear rate (Figure 13). On the other hand, the breakdown

times decrease with increasing final shear rate (Figure 14).not the decay portion of the curve after the peak, when flow
is occurring. Figures 15 and 16 plot the same parameters for shear-rate-

drop experiments. The results for the step change to a lowerFrom Figures 9 and 10, it can be seen that at longer rest
times and higher fractions of solid, the solid particles are shear rate showed similar behavior to the step change to a

higher shear rate. The recovery time is dependent on thelarger and more clustered, giving a higher value of peak
stress with increasing rest time. final shear rate specified, while the peak-stress viscosity

decreases with increasing initial shear rate.Figure 11 shows shear-rate jumps (from 1 to 200 s21) for
two different fractions of solid (Fs 5 0.36 and 0.5). It can
be seen that the peak stress and viscosity encountered

V. DISCUSSIONincrease with increasing fraction of solid. The viscosity val-
ues for each fraction of solid at 1 and 200 s21 correspond During the rest time, particle agglomeration and coarsen-

ing are more pronounced than when the sample is continu-to those found during the steady-state experiments (Figure
2). This implies that the semisolid alloy has a constant struc- ously sheared for the same amount of time. In the steady-

state condition during stirring, a dynamic equilibrium existsture (i.e., constant viscosity) before the shear-rate jump.
Following the curve-fitting procedure in the rest-time in the steady-state condition where the agglomeration and

deagglomeration processes both coexist.experiments, the breakdown times for the step-change exper-
iments were obtained for a series of initial and final shear All the step-change experiments are conditioned at a par-

ticular initial shear rate for a period of time (.30 minutes)rates. Figure 12 shows six examples of the curve-fitting
attempts (after the shear rate had reached ,90 pct of its before changing the shear rate. The slurry would achieve a

steady-state structure corresponding to the initial shear ratefinal shear rate) at different ġi and ġf values, respectively,
for both shear-rate jumps and drops. specified. There exists a dynamic equilibrium between the

agglomeration and deagglomeration processes during theTable IV lists the calculated parameters for the various
shear-rate jumps for fractions of solid of 0.36 and 0.5. From conditioning. Therefore, the particle structures are different

from the step-change experiments that are left to rest initially.the table, it can be seen that the peak-stress viscosity encoun-
tered during the step change decreases with increasing initial The coarsening process is dominant through the agglomera-

tion between the particles when the slurry is left at rest. Theshear rate. This can be attributed to the slurry being more
“broken down” before the step change and, hence, a lower steady constant shearing of the particles causes the particles

to collide with each other, forming bonds, while at the sameviscosity value is recorded. By comparing the viscosity val-
ues for the same initial shear rate, it was found that the time breaking the join between the less-strongly bonded

particles. In Figure 12, the peak stress recorded increasesviscosity values differ slightly from each other. The viscosity
and breakdown-time values are found to be greater for a with decreasing initial shear rate. The results agree well with
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Table IV. Parameters Obtained from Step Change
Experiments Using Equation [3] (Material: Sn15 Pct Pb
Alloy Slurry, Fraction Solid at 0.36 and 0.50 (in Italics)

Initial or Peak
Shear Rate Stress Steady-State Breakdown

Range Viscosity, hp Viscosity, Times t
(s21) (Pas)* hs.s (Pas)** (s)†

1 to 30 6.4 2.28 0.25
1 to 50 3.1 1.08 0.22
1 to 80 2.56 0.89 0.18
1 to 100 2.47 0.82 0.16
1 to 200 0.97 0.41 0.10

10 to 100 2.2 0.79 0.16
30 to 100 2.1 0.63 0.16 Fig. 13—Breakdown times, peak stress viscosity, and pseudostate viscosity
50 to 100 0.8 0.50 0.16 during a step change to a final shear rate of 100 s21 (material: Sn15 pct
80 to 100 0.50 0.41 0.15 Pb alloy at Fs 5 0.36).
50 to 200 0.77 0.25 0.09
80 to 200 0.26 0.15 0.09

100 to 200 0.18 0.14 0.25
10 to 80 1.20 0.58 0.17
30 to 80 1.00 0.54 0.17
50 to 80 0.65 0.45 0.18

30 to 80 8.3 1.5 0.19
50 to 80 7.1 1.91 0.20
50 to 200 2.30 1.21 0.12
80 to 200 1.36 0.70 0.12

100 to 200 0.68 0.43 0.11

100 to 1 2.51 6.15 0.18
100 to 10 0.93 1.45 0.20
100 to 30 0.54 0.66 0.30
100 to 50 0.44 0.52 0.40
100 to 80 0.30 0.44 0.45

Fig. 14—Breakdown times, peak stress viscosity, and pseudostate viscosity10 to 1 14.89 26.66 0.18
during a step change from an initial shear rate of 1 s21 (material: Sn15 pct30 to 1 7.98 14.14 0.18 Pb alloy at Fs 5 0.36).

50 to 1 3.4 7.95 0.19
200 to 1 0.86 18.74 0.15

50 to 10 1.27 2.05 0.22
80 to 50 0.51 0.74 0.42
30 to 10 1.76 3.24 0.25

100 to 1 4.22 12.23 0.25
100 to 10 1.11 2.13 0.50
100 to 30 0.55 1.02 0.45
100 to 50 0.52 0.87 0.52
100 to 80 0.55 0.67 0.60

10 to 1 15.00 35.1 0.30
50 to 10 2.04 3.50 0.50
50 to 30 1.09 2.04 0.35

200 to 30 0.18 0.44 0.40
80 to 50 0.75 1.13 0.55

*The errors are within 95 pct confidence limit (60.5).
Fig. 15—Recovery times, peak stress viscosity, and pseudostate viscosity**The errors are within 95 pct confidence limit (60.2).
during a step change to a final shear rate of 1 s21 (material: Sn15 pct Pb

†The errors are within 95 pct confidence limit (60.03). alloy at Fs 5 0.36).

works from other authors.[21,23] At the low initial shear rate, other workers,[21,22,27–30] who put forward the term “isostruc-
ture” during a shear-rate jump (i.e., the structure remainsthe structure is more built up; therefore, a higher peak stress

is recorded. the same as the previous steady-state structure before
decreasing or increasing with increasing or decreasing shearKirkwood[11] suggested that at the high initial shear rate,

the degree of deagglomeration is higher than that at the low rates, respectively).
The “steady-state viscosity” in Table IV is also known asinitial shear rate. The result from Figure 12 agrees well with

Quaak,[21] who observed that a higher initial shear rate shows the “pseudostate viscosity” or the “first steady-state viscos-
ity” after a step change in shear rate. It is not strictly aa lower viscosity compared to one done at a lower initial

shear rate after a step change to the same final shear rate. steady state. With increasing time at the constant shear rate,
this viscosity will decrease or increase until it attains theThe results obtained from this work agree with works by
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change to the same final shear rate (e.g., Table IV: shear
rates from 1 to 50 s21 and 100 to 50 s21). For a step change
to a lower shear rate, the structure initially consists of a
more deagglomerated structure during shearing at the high
initial shear rate. By reducing the shear rate, the time needed
for the structure to agglomerate would be longer than that
needed to break a well-structured state to a less-structured
state. Quaak observed that the “breakdown” and “recovery”
times are independent of the shear-rate-jump magnitude to
the same final shear rate. The results obtained from this
experiment (Figures 13 through 16) show that these times
are, indeed, independent of the shear-rate-jump magnitude,
but are largely dependent on the final shear rate specified.

The results from both the shear-rate jumps and drops showFig. 16—Recovery times, peak stress viscosity, and pseudostate viscosity
during a step change from an initial shear rate of 100 s21 (material: Sn15 that these times are affected by the final shear rate specified,
pct Pb alloy at Fs 5 0.36). regardless of the initial shear rate. The results here agree

with the behavior observed by Quaak.[21] The work of Koke
and Modigell,[23] Mada and Ajersch,[27,28] and Azzi et. al.[29]

final steady-state viscosity corresponding to that shear rate. also support the behavior of the slurry during a step change,
The breakdown times from the step-change experiments as observed in this work.
from an initial shear rate are affected by the final shear rate
specified. Comparing Figures 13 and 14, it can be seen

VI. CONCLUSIONSclearly that regardless of its initial shear rate, for the same
final specified shear rate (Figure 13), the breakdown times

1. The transient behavior of the slurry after a rapid changeremain almost constant. On the other hand (Figure 14), start-
in shear rate is shown to occur within 1 second of theing from the same initial shear rate, the breakdown times
shear-rate jump. This is similar to an industrial thixoform-decrease with increasing final shear rate. Figure 14 also
ing process. In the experiment conducted, it is shownshows that the breakdown times decrease more rapidly in
that during a change in shear rate (in about 0.15 seconds),the lower-final-shear-rate region than in the higher-shear-
the semisolid structure would have broken down fromrate region.
its initial state.This effect was also shown by Quaak[21] and Koke and

2. A single exponential decay equation, described by aModigell.[23] However, the results obtained by Koke are
relaxation time, can be used to describe the initial rapidcollected over a long period of time (,10 data points in
transient breakdown and/or recovery behavior of the480 seconds). It was shown by Quaak that there exist two
semisolid slurries during a change in shear rate.breakdown behaviors in semisolid slurries: a very fast (of

3. This initial breakdown (or relaxation) time is thenthe order of a few seconds) initial breakdown followed by
described for a shear-rate jump from a lower shear ratea slower process (of the order of hundreds of seconds).
to a higher shear rate. The first breakdown time is foundResults from this work have shown that the very fast first
to occur within the first second (0.1 to 0.25 seconds).breakdown process occurs within 1 second and, in this time,
This behavior is also seen in the recovery times for athe metal slurry will have achieved its first pseudosteady-
shear-rate jump from a higher to a lower shear rate.state condition. This is then followed by a second and longer
The first recovery time is found to be longer than thebreakdown (,5 minutes of constant shearing) before the
breakdown times (0.18 to 0.45 seconds).material achieves its apparent steady-state condition corres-

4. Microstructural examination of the semisolid slurriesponding to the specified shear rate. Koke’s results are shown
under different rest times shows that increasing rest timesover a period of 480 seconds, and this can be regarded as
lead to an increase in agglomeration and particle sizes.the long-term behavior of the metal slurry after a change in
These increases have contributed to the increase in shearshear rate.
stress recorded when the slurry is subjected to a changeTo compare the recovery times with the breakdown times
in shear rate from rest. The increase in particle sizesfrom the preceding section, step-change experiments to a
and degree of agglomeration would have impeded thelower shear rate from an initial high shear rate were con-
movement of the particles sliding past each other, there-ducted. Figure 15 showed the results for a step change to a
fore increasing the shear stress recorded.final shear rate of 1 s21 from five different initial shear

rates. The initial viscosity before the step change at all five
different initial shear rates showed similar results (again, in ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
view of the experimental scatter) to that obtained from the
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